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To be completed by Nicholas Bulamile in March, June and September of each year, drawing on the 

Activity Reports provided by AWF Leaders and Volunteers, the Summary Reports provided by the 

AWF Leaders, the Self-Assessment Reports provided by the AWF Leaders, and relevant activities in 

the NSC and MIYCS. 

Report compiled by: Nicholas M. Bulamile 

Date: 19th July 2015 for 30th June 2015 

Reporting period: 1st April to 30thJune 2015 

 

Case study about a mentee: 

Please provide a short case study that demonstrates the impact the project is having on one of the 

mentees. Please attach photos where possible. 

Hanifa Chitemwe  
 
My name is Hanifa, mentee in Songea. One of the things that I like is been involved in various 
sporting activities. That was a reason I was happy to join AWF TZ as one of her members, since I 
had an assurance that my love of sport would be continued.  
 
It was so amazing to receive the AWF T-shirts, thank you so much for your consideration! 
 
I however was no happy with the way some sports teachers at Msamala and Songea girls 
Secondary schools as they could not positively cooperate with me when was trying to 
communicate with them. It made me feel that this job was so tough, especially when I 
remembered that there was nothing to gain from this in terms of motivation anyway!  
 
Some picture showing Hanifa in actions: 
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Case study about a child who has participated: 

Please provide a short case study demonstrating the impact the project is having on a child who has 

participated in the local sport sessions provided by mentees. Please attach a photo where possible. 

Jessica Ngonyani (12) 
My name is Jessica Ngonyani. I am 12 years old. I go to school at Sokoine Primary School and am 
in standard six.  I am very happy for your bringing this programme at our school. I am so much 
delighted because have learned a lot more and various games.   On behalf of other pupils I 
welcome you more and more at our Sokoine school. My favourite game is “tail chase”, as from 
now on I will teach other children how to play “tail chase” especially those who have never tried 
it. 
 
Below are some pictures showing Jessica taking a role to lead a session while Siwema and her 
mentees watching: 

  
 

1. Other information 

Please use this space to highlight any other issues relating the project that you would like to share. 

This could be absolutely anything, including: interesting learnings; challenges; or even thoughts for 

the future. 

 STORY BY SIWEMA: AWF TZ – RUVUMA 

Once again, I became an AWF TZ mentor in Songea! I was happy when was told that had passed to 

continue once again to work as an AWF TZ mentor for another season. Immediately, I started 

recruited five female mentees to work with as per instructions given. This process was followed by 

a training that I gave to the recruits; five female leaders so as to equip them with the necessary 

skills and ready to go! I was so proud of this group of mentees, they received the lesson very 

positively and effectively. This really made me feel excellent about myself.  

There was however some challenges that I have met over the past six months, such as mentees 

not performing to the level expected for claims that they are not motivated. Another bottleneck 

was when I wanted some picture to attach in my report just to find out that one of the mentees 

who had the camera had travelled. I was as furious as you can never imagine! This delayed me to 

complete and submit my report as per deadline required.   

I finally congratulate Mr. Bulamile for a wonderful job well done as he is the huge pillar of AWF TZ. 

He has made us who we are today; he is very cooperative to her mentors, he has made us have 

confidence to lead our mentees as well as have higher capacity for performance and making 
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difficult decisions in various situations especially as far as sporting activities is concerned. I believe 

that more than 75% of all female that have been involved in this progamme todate, have gained 

various leadership skills especially in making their own perfect decisions in various aspects.  

Pictures below display Siwema with her Mentees in action: 

 

 

  

 

 


